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NewsHP is offering a bevy of fresh laptop designs packing 12th-gen Intel processors and the latest graphics cards. After careful consideration, it was decided not to recognise the party’s leader as LoP. NewsNvidia's GeForce Now now streams in 4K to home computers. Given the level at which ground-level politics has been operating in recent
decades, it should not be difficult for the Congress leadership to augment its party strength by three members. Inside is the latest gaming hardware from Intel and Nvidia, too. More... Read on to see 12 of our favorites. FeatureGoogle's delightful Doodle games make for a fun way to pass a bit of free time. It is said that if no Opposition exists, one may
have to be created. Flipkart Internet Private Limited, Buildings Alyssa, Begonia & Clove Embassy Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC066107 Telephone: 1800 202 9898 NewsBioshock, Bioshock 2, and Bioshock Infinite are all free on the Epic Games Store this
week NewsMicrosoft has teamed up with Skydance Media and Jerry Bruckheimer to bring you a free Top Gun: Maverick expansion for Flight Simulator, complete with what looks like an F-18 and a carrier landing. NewsThe first two games in the Elder Scroll series, Arena and Daggerfall, are free to play, as well as Wolfenstein: Enemy Territory. Right
from the first Lok Sabha, the practice has been to recognise the leader of the largest party in Opposition as the LoP provided that party has a strength that is enough to constitute the quorum for a sitting of the House, or one-tenth of the total membership of the House — at present that comes to 55 members. Also, if there is no Opposition outside,
there is every danger that it may grow within.Leaders of Opposition over timeHistorically, the first officially designated Opposition party in Parliament emerged from the break up of the all-dominant Congress party in power. NewsNew 240-watt USB-C 2.1 cables have started appearing from vendors, with high-end gaming laptops to follow. The
decisive victory of the ruling alliance and its leadership has been widely welcomed as being in the best interests of the polity and the people. But what really grabbed attention was OLN’s acquisition of National Hockey League rights for $135 million. NewsMicrosoft is beginning to warn that the impact of shutdowns in China could have a negative
effect on PC and Xbox sales. But that hasn't stopped critics from complaining it will "lock out user upgrades." Now we have an explanation from a Dell engineer who designed much of the technology. We visited Intel's Jones Farm campus to learn more about the launch. Here's everything you need to know NewsDell's new CAMM memory design might
actually be a good thing for the PC industry. In fact, the largest party in Opposition, the Congress, has improved its position from 44 in 2014 to 52 now. It is short of only three members to reach the magical number of 55. NewsEvery Epic account gets a 25% discount on top of other deals NewsThe Acer Predator Helios 300's 3D display is supported
by 50 games and counting, while the Predator Triton 300 SE and ConceptD creator laptops get sweet hardware upgrades. In 1969, when Indira Gandhi was the Prime Minister, the Congress split to form the Indian National Congress (Requisitionists) and the Indian National Congress (Organisation). Chavan, C.M. Stephen and Jagjivan Ram were
successive LoPs.Until 1977, there were no emoluments and perks attached to the position of LoP. NewsCCP Games announced that data in the extraordinarily complex space sim will be able to be exported to Excel later this year. OLN hasn’t tipped its hand, but outsiders expect it to look seriously at upcoming contracts to broadcast another big-time
sport. There is no provision in the Constitution or even in the Lok Sabha Rules of Procedure in regard to the recognition of the LoP. In any case, pre-poll alliances are a fact of our political life and are already being extended credibility and legitimacy in the matter of the President and Governors deciding on who to call first for forming the government
in cases where no party secures a clear majority support in the House.Incidentally, what is decided in the matter of recognition of the LoP, and in treating pre-poll alliances at par with parties, may hold tremendous potential for the growth of a sound two- or three-party (or alliance) system. The X-factor OLN’s parent, Comcast Corp., has the deep
pockets to build a property that can attract ads and subscriber fees. In the case of the Lok Sabha, however, this is subject to recognition of the leader by the Speaker. As it all depends on the Speaker’s directions and discretion, it may be hoped that rightful action will be taken. After the election of the Lok Sabha Speaker, the question of a formally
recognised Opposition party and Leader of the Opposition (LoP) of the Lok Sabha under the Salary and Allowances of Leaders of Opposition in Parliament Act, 1977, will arise. FeatureLaptops and content creation are the tip of the spear for Intel's debut discrete Arc graphics chips, but desktop gamers are also a priority. The simple way out is to
substitute ‘pre-poll alliance’ for ‘party’ or say ‘party or pre-poll alliance’. It could end the present system, a preposterous one, of more than 2,000 parties being registered with the Election Commission. The Act extends to LoPs in the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha the same official status, allowances and perks that are admissible to Cabinet Ministers.
If and when the much-awaited law for political parties is enacted, it may provide for candidates of an alliance contesting on a common symbol and an agreed common minimum programme with only national alliances or parties contesting for the Lok Sabha. NewsLenovo's new Legion 7 gaming laptops in standard and slim models feature 12th-gen
Core and Ryzen 6000 chips. Does it work? NewsRazer's new gaming laptop ticks nearly all the boxes, with a 1440p OLED display that can reach 240Hz refresh rates. The Leaders and Chief Whips of Recognised Parties and Groups in Parliament (Facilities) Act, 1998 also refers to a recognised party in the Lok Sabha as a party that has not less than 55
members.In the recently concluded election to the Lok Sabha, the Opposition was decimated, but thankfully not obliterated. The Challenge OLN’s prime-time offerings–Survivor reruns, shark fishing, professional bull riding, and a reality show in which ex-rocker Ted Nugent brings city slickers into the wild–can seem a bit scattershot. FeatureWe
visited Intel to test Arc A370M, its debut discrete graphics for mainstream laptops. Hence, the focus on strategy and riders’ stories instead of the benefits of carbon-fiber bike frames. NewsDon't worry: this elaborate physical aimbot isn't being used in your favorite FPS games, yet UpdatedWindows 11's Auto HDR feature promises to make older titles
look just as bright and vibrant as newer HDR-compatible releases without a major hit to performance. In the 16th Lok Sabha, the largest party in the Opposition, the Congress, had 44 seats. Now, the matter needs to be revisited in the context of the 17th Lok Sabha.The election to the 17th Lok Sabha was the most fiercely and bitterly fought one in the
history of the Republic. From the 9th to the 15th Lok Sabhas, since the requirement of having a minimum strength of 55 members was fulfilled, the Lok Sabha had duly recognised Opposition parties and LoPs, including Rajiv Gandhi, L.K. Advani, Atal Bihari Vajpayee, P.V. Narasimha Rao, Sharad Pawar, Sonia Gandhi and Sushma Swaraj.The 1977 Act
defines LoP as that member of the House who is the “Leader in that House of the party in opposition to the Government having the greatest numerical strength and recognised as such by the Chairman of the Council of States or the Speaker of the House of the People, as the case may be.” The Speaker’s decisions in this regard have so far been
determined by Direction 121(c) which laid down one of the conditions for recognition of party or group as having “at least a strength equal to the quorum fixed to constitute a sitting of the House, that is one-tenth of the total number of members of the House”. However, for the success and survival of democracy, an effective Opposition is also a
categorical imperative. The service is also adding a bunch of new Star Wars games and 120hz support on Android phones. These aspects, however, call for separate in-depth analysis, consideration and debate.Subhash Kashyap is a former Secretary General of the Lok Sabha NewsYou'll need to be a Windows Insider and an Xbox Insider to test the new
controller-centric Game Bar. While Harvey calls the deal his “crowning achievement of 2005,” he says it’s only part of a revamped programming package. The Leader of INC(O), Ram Subhag Singh, became the first person to be formally recognised as LoP in the Lok Sabha.In the 6th Lok Sabha, the Congress sat in the Opposition. For most of its 10
years, OLN has catered to participants in an esoteric variety of sports from motocross to hunting and fishing–a “base of hard-core outdoor enthusiasts who were very specifically into one particular type of pursuit,” says president Gavin Harvey. Following splits in the Congress as well as the Janata Party, Yashwantrao B. OLN, the cable sports channel
known until last summer as Outdoor Life Network. But they’re popular: Even before the hockey season started, third-quarter ratings of .24 and an average of 205,655 viewers represented a more than 41% increase from the year before. FeatureNvidia's $1,999 GeForce RTX 3090 Ti is an impressive final blow for the RTX 30-series, but this much
power isn't for everyone. That mix yielded a respectable 64 million subscribers, but a typical viewer rating of just 0.1. (At ESPN, a Sunday night football broadcast can draw a 6.5 rating.) Last summer’s round-the-clock coverage of the Tour de France (Allez, Lance, allez!) marked the first step in OLN’s attempt to win fans who don’t necessarily do
sports. It holds its own against the RTX 3050 and pulls far ahead in tasks that lean on Intel's "Deep Link" special sauce. Above everything, the nation needs a stable government and a strong leader capable of taking firm decisions to ensure security, development and good governance within the rule of law. At the same time, the ruling dispensation is
expected to show magnanimity at this hour of its splendid victory, and the new occupant of the office of Speaker, realising the importance of an effective and respected Opposition in a democracy, may reconsider the content of Direction 121(c) suitably.The Speaker’s discretionSince there is no constitutional provision, the 1977 law does not provide
for the requirement of 55 members as an essential pre-requisite.
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